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BASE
CREAM

BB PROFESSIONAL Base Cream is formulated for all of your clients need.
The Base Cream is a protectant for scalp and sensitive skin around hair line, it can also be used as a scalp exfoliation treatment, 
preparing it for Scalp Ale detoxification.  This light and creamy substance allows for a speedy yet efficient and effective 
application with every use. Refresh and exuberate your scalp with a soothing sensation of BB Professional Base Cream.

Pre-Care Relaxer Application process:
1. Apply Base Cream around the hair line.
2. Section hair into four quadrants.
3. Apply to scalp using ¼ inch parting.
4. Allow saturation for 2 to 3 minutes.
5. Proceed with relaxer application.

 Dandruff Exfoliation Cocktail:  
1. Apply Base Cream around the hair line.
2. Using vertical partings, apply base cream from fringe to nape area covering the entire head.
3. Massage the product into the scalp and place client under the heated dryer for 15 minutes.
4. Proceed with BB Professional Therapeutic Scalp ale “Detox Oasis.

The BB Professional No Base Relaxer is a silicone based emulsifying blend of protective natural oils and conditioning agents 
that soothe the scalp, nourishes, protects and repairs the hair shaft during the relaxer process.  This luxurious formula provides 
optimum straightening of the hair shaft without compromising the hair integrity.

Recommended Process Times:
Hair Textures                                Formula                    Time (including smoothing)
Fine                                                 Normal                      12 to 14 minutes
Medium                                          Normal                      12 to 16 minutes
Coarse/Resistant                           Resistant                   18 to 20 minutes
Color Treated                                 Normal                      10 to 12 minutes

Recommended Treatment
Always remember to apply 10-IN-1 to previously processed hair all the way from the line of demarcation to the ends to even out 
the porosity and protect from overlapping relaxer.

NO BASE 
RELAXER



NO LYE SENSITIVE SCALP RELAXER

The No Lye Sensitive Scalp Relaxer is designed to meet the need of clients that require a milder relaxer due to extremely 
sensitive scalp problems while their hair texture require normal relaxation.
This feature is what makes the No Lye Formula the choice of cosmetologist. This relaxer penetrates deep into the cuticle layer 
giving the cosmetologist the desired degree of relaxation without irritation or scalp discomfort while depositing an emollient 
that keeps the hair smooth and silky to the touch.  When used along with the Herbal Conditioning Shampoo and Super 10-IN-1 
Conditioner, the hair is left in a moisturized and conditioned state thus preventing the dry and full appearance that is often left 
by other No Lye Relaxers.  Using our Herbal Conditioning Shampoo and Super 10-N-1 reduces the probability of calcium build 
up.  After every six No Lye Relaxers, it is recommended that your client be relaxed with a mild sodium hydroxide relaxer to aid 
the removal of any calcium deposits.

After applying the No Lye Relaxer, use the 10-IN-1 Conditioner and Herbal Conditioning Shampoo for soft and manageable hair. 

V.S Gold Relaxer is a silicone based relaxer, which allows the relaxer to stay in place and perform consistently throughout the 
entire chemical process.  This relaxer is the only relaxer in the hair industry that was formulated specifically to provide variable 
strengths in one powerful purchase.  V.S. Gold has a premium formula that can be customized to provide both damage control 
and quality relaxation to all textures of hair, including color treated hair.

Mix 8 ounces of V.S. Gold Relaxer mixed with ½ cap portion of 32 ounce 10-IN-1 will break the relaxer down 1 level of strength 
at a time.

This relaxer when mixed with cap portions of the 32 ounce 10-IN-1 will be change to Resistant, Normal, Mild and Extra Mild.

Here are the formulas
8 ounces of V.S. Gold Resistant Relaxer plus
½ cap of 10-IN-1 = Normal
1 full cap of 10-IN-1 = Mild Strength
1 + ½ cap of 10-IN-1 = Extra Mild

V.S. GOLD 
RELAXER

NO LYE 
SENSITIVE 

SCALP 
RELAXER



We all want silky, manageable and healthy hair, let BB Professional
2-17R rejuvenate your hair, from the inside-out.

2-17R is a reconstructor that rebuilds and conditions simultaneously, BB Professional 2-17R contains wheat silicone, to 
moisturize and protect the hair; 17 of the 19 Silk Aminol Acids naturally found in the hair, to replenish strength and elasticity; 
and castor oil for luster and suppleness.  The 2-17R conditioner will repair and revitalize your dry, weak and damage hair.

Vital Force Therapy:
1. Mix equal parts (two ounces) of 2-17R with 10-IN-1 Conditioner And Hot 10 Oil.
2. Apply to client’s entire head.
3. Wrap client’s head with a heated towel to covered with a plastic processing cap.
4. Place client under heated dryer for 15-20 minutes.
5. Rinse and style as usual for Silky, Smooth, Shiny and stronger hair.

Regenerating Therapy:
1. After Relaxer service, rinse hair thoroughly until water is clear.
2. Apply 2-17R to entire head.
3. Place client under heated dryer for 10 minutes. Rinse and cleanse with Herbal Conditioner Shampoo.
4. Follow with the use of 10-IN-1 Conditioner, rinse and proceed with styling.

BB Professional Super 10-IN-1 Conditioner is essential to all hair care needs.  The word “Super” explains the maximum 
performance that this powerful conditioner gives in every salon service for the perfect outcome to healthy, lustrous and radiant 
manes.

This multifunctional product can be used to customize the strength of the V.S. GOLD RELAXER (see V.S. Gold Relaxer) contains 
a built in color indicator to alert the presence of sodium hydroxide, prevents overlapping and protect the hair during chemical 
services, helps to safely remove bonded hair weaving techniques, restores the hair to normal PH range, soothes irritation 
during chemical services, contains large molecules that assist in helping the hair to maintain its natural moisture…. AND MUCH 
MORE!

Did you know that by mixing equal parts 10-IN-1 conditioner and a low volume developer (5-10 volume) together, you can 
remove yellow staining from grey hair? It is true...After shampooing the hair with our Conditioning Shampoo, apply mixture to 
hair and watch the action take place instantly.  It only takes 1-2 minutes to bring grey hair back to life with this conditioning, yet 
effective method.

10-IN-1 
CONDITIONER

2-17R



HUMECTIVE 
CONDITIONER

Try our Humective conditioner that is filled with moisture attracting 
agents capable of attracting moisture to the hair and scalp.  The 
molecules in this conditioner are small enough to penetrate the 
hair shaft and powerful enough to produce an image of everything 
that integrity stands for.  It is great for thirsty hair that has lost 
its moisture due to thermal curling, color and chemical services 
including lack of proper dieting.

This formula is great for increasing the hair’s ability to obtain 
moisture. Mix 2-3 ounces of Humective conditioner and 3 drops 
of Hot 10 Oil and apply moisture to the hair.  Place a plastic cap 
on the client’s head and firmly wrap with a towel or place under 
a steam dryer for 15 minutes.  Rinse thoroughly and proceed to 
styling techniques.

After the hydration and moisture therapy, you may blow dry the 
hair and part into small sections before styling.  Using a ceramic 
iron that heats up to 450 degrees, depending on the texture, slowly 
silk the tresses of hair to infuse the moisture and assist in closing 
the cuticle to lock in added moisture.

Herbal Shampoo restores hair 
to the proper PH after a V.S. 
Gold Relaxer service unlike most 
neutralizing shampoos, it will not 
strip the natural oils from the hair.  
It’s gentle enough to be used as 
daily cleansing shampoo keeping 
the hair shiny, with lots of body 
and balance without weighing the 
hair down.

HERBAL
CONDITIONING

SHAMPOO

Scalp Ale can stop itching, flaking 
and irritation associated with 
dandruff.  This therapeutic shampoo 
has mild antifungal agents that 
cleanse the scalp, remove buildup 
and other problems associated 
with dandruff. Once applied you 
will experience a cooling sensation 
enrich with menthol and tea tree.

SCALP ALE

This styling Lotion is a very dimensional product.  It can display 
its true benefits; whether on sculpting or molding hair.  The 
Foam Wrapping lotion can be used as a light hold, firm hold 
or adding lots of body and shine.  It can also be used to roller 
set the hair.  The 32oz Foam Wrapping lotion is a concentrated 
formula.  A quick reference chart is provided to help customize the 
concentrated formula to fit every styling need using our 5-parts 
diluting system.

Extra Light
4 Parts water ½ parts foam 
½ Trio for extra body, shine & bounce roller wraps

Light
4 Parts water 1-part foam for body, shine and roller sets.

Medium
Full strength for molding and setting lotion

FOAM
WRAPPING

LOTION



A Luxurious weightless formula that provide the hair shaft 
with a velvety soft feel and sleek appearance.  This high-
performance cocktail enhances wet or dry hair with its 
antistatic heat resistant and moisture repelling properties.

Directions:
Part your client’s hair into 4 sections, use 1 drop of Silk N 
Seal on each section for fine texture. 
For coarse texture use 2 drops of Silk N Seal.

Benefits:
Add shine
Thermo Protection

Indulge your hair, scalp and skin with BB Professional Trio.  This revolutionary, multi-purposeful and aromatic product will moisturize 
the skin and scalp and restore natural sheen to the hair.  You can leave on and leave in! The Trio can repel water and retain moisture.  
Say goodbye to ash, dryness and toughness!
 Say hello to Trio.

Add Trio to the entire body after bath.

Leave in Hair Mist
1. Mix two ounces of Trio with one ounce of Hot 10 Oil and 16 ounces of water in spray bottle.
2. Cleanse hair with our Herbal Conditioning Shampoo.
3. Towel dry and mist the entire head with formula.
4. Comb thoroughly to distribute evenly to nourish, repair, and enhance natural shine while protecting against thermal styling and UV rays.
5. Blow dry and style as usual. Great for sets, flat wraps and molding.

The Styling Gel gives the hold needed without 
flaking.  It has conditioning agents that keep the 
hair from losing its moisture after it dries and is 
alcohol free.

This Styling Gel is perfect for sculptured or molded 
looks and adds an aggressive shine to the hair 
whether it is wet or dry.

Use Hot 10 Oil, Foam Wrap Lotion and a small 
amount of styling gel on nape of neck to mold the 
hair.

SILK N 
SEAL

STYLING 
GEL

TRIO



The Spritz has grantrez alcohol, one of the most 
expensive alcohols on the market; it can be 
used for soft or firm styles. The Spritz & Shine is 
designed to Customize the texture of hold based 
on the style desired.  For a light hold shake well, 
mist the hair by holding the containers upside 
down.  Pump above the head and allow mist to 
fall on hair.   For firm hold, spray Spritz & Shine 
directly on the hair and spread evenly with a 
fine-tooth comb. Use Spritz & Shine with Foam 
Wrapping Lotion to add firmness to spikes, twists 
and roller sets.

Mix Spritz & Shine with Super GRO to create a 
base for weaving styles.

The Control It Pomade contains glycerin 
attracting moisture agents that soften the hair 
and skin.  It puts the control back into your 
hands.  If you want a ponytail you can have it.  If 
you want the front of your hair slicked back and 
the back in a FRO, you can have it.  You Control 
it.

Usages:
• Used to create and maintain locks
• Used to create braided hairstyles
• Hold unruly edges in place and gives the 
illusions of the hair being straight
• Can be used on natural and relaxed hair
• Does not dry the hair out, adds shine 
• Safe to use every day.

Diamond Shine is a dynamic glossier that gives 
ultimate shine during the finishing process.  Diamond 
Shine is a fantastic light product that forms a seal 
that protects the hair from damaging UV rays.  Think 
of Diamond Shine as icing on the cake.  Since the 
molecules of this product are so large, they sit on 
the cuticle giving a natural shine and forms a seal to 
protect the hair from environmental elements.  This 
product can be retailed.

Use Diamond Shine with Spritz & Shine to achieve a 
firm look.

DIAMOND 
SHINE

CONTROL 
IT 

POMADE

SPRTIZ 
& SHINE

The Hydrating Growth Oil leaves hair soft and 
manageable with a silky shine Skin: Hydrates your skin 
and helps restore moisture. May also be used on your 
nails and cuticles More.

Locks in Moisture
Reduces Frizz

HYDRATING 
GROWTH OIL



Hot 10 Oil is made from luxurious botanical oils for 
a variety of purposes.  It helps replenish moisture 
balance in human skin, scalp and nails.  It is rich 
in wheat germ, mineral oil and jojoba oil.

Hot 10 Oil can be used for:
1. Scalp
2. Hands
3. Nails
4. Massage 
5. Lubricating 
6. Hot Oil treatment
7. Hair
8. Bath
9. Face
10. Body

HOT 10 
OIL

Shea Castor has a blend of Jamaican Black Castor Oil, 
pure shea butter, and coconut oil to promote growth, 
strengthen and moisture. It’s great for all types of hair 
whether natural, relaxed, pressed or color treated.

The Mango Butter is enriched with Shea Butter, 
Argan Oil and Coconut Oil.  There is no flaky 
buildup.

• Curl Enhance w/Argan Oil
• Reduces Frizz
• Define Curls

Shea Castor

MANGO 
BUTTER

Super Gro is a light weight hair dressing with excellent 
astringent properties that keep the scalp in a healthy 
growing environment without weighting the hair down.

It is essential to the daily maintenance of your free 
flowing tresses.

The Carrot Oil replenishes dry brittle processed hair. 
It has beta carotene to give the hair strength and shea 
butter to give the hair a supple feel.  Use Carrot Oil 
for thermal protection when using the marcel iron.  It 
can also be used as molding clay to define short spike 
textures. It adds shine, strengthen and can be used as a 
conditioning oil treatment.

Use Carrot Oil as a spiking tool, along with the Spritz 
and Shine.  This is also a great item to retail.

CARROT 
OIL

SUPER 
GRO



Professional Products



Retail Products
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